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Shock-tube experiments were performed in order to verify recently developed theoretical mo
for the evolution of the shock-wave induced Richtmyer-Meshkov instability [Phys. Rev. Lett.74, 534
(1995)]. Single-mode bubble and spike evolution and two-bubble interaction in both early and
nonlinear stages were investigated in aM ø 1.3 Air -to-SF6 shock-tube experiment. Experimental
results for the single-mode and two-bubble cases, showing distinct bubble and spike evolution,
found to be in very good agreement with the theoretical model prediction as well as numer
simulations, verifying the key elements of the bubble-merger model used for the prediction of
multimode bubble and spike front evolution. [S0031-9007(97)05261-7]

PACS numbers: 47.40.Nm, 52.35.Py
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The instability mechanism which appears at an inte
face between two fluids of different densities accelerate
by a shock wave, known as the Richtmyer-Meshkov (RM
instability, can give rise to turbulent mixing. The turbu
lent mixing caused by the RM instability is of great in-
terest in inertial confinement fusion and astrophysics [1
Recent theoretical work [2,3] has predicted the evolutio
of the instability through the late nonlinear stage. Afte
the shock passage the interface can be described by
incompressible evolution of the flow field [2–5]. For a
single-mode perturbation the instability can be describe
by a linear stage, during which the growth is characte
ized by a constant velocity, followed by a nonlinear stag
[2–7]. The growth velocity reaches an asymptotic1yt
behavior [2,3,8–10].

An expansion of the flow equations to second orde
[2,4,8] yieldsUstd  U0s1 6 AkU0td (the minus sign is
for the bubble, the plus for the spike), showing that th
bubble velocity begins to decrease.A is the post-shock
Atwood number,k  2pyl, and U0  AkDUa0 is the
Richtmyer initial velocity, with DU the velocity jump
after the incident shock passage anda0 the post-shock
amplitude. At late time, bubble velocities approach th
same asymptotic form,Ub  Clyt, whereC  1y3p for
A * 0.5 [2,3,9] and rises to aboutC  1y2p for low A’s
[2,10]. The difference in the value of the coefficient C
is attributed to the added mass effect [11]. The spikes
A  1 initially accelerate, in accordance with the second
order expansion, and then saturate to a constant veloc
For A , 1 the spike velocity also rises initially and then
begins to decrease, asymptotically going as [2]Us 
fs1 1 Adys1 2 Adg sClytd.

We find that the whole evolution can be captured by
simple formula which fits the linear, early nonlinear, an
asymptotic behavior of the bubble and spike evolution,
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Ustd  U0
1 1 Bt

1 1 Dt 1 Et2 , (1)

with B  U0k for the bubble and for the spike
Dbys  s1 6 AdU0k, and Ebys  fs1 6 Adys1 1 Adg 3

s1y2pCdU2
0 k2 with the plus sign for the bubble and

the minus sign for the spike. This formula captures t
linear and early nonlinear stages, up to second order, w
the correctA dependence (except forA * 0.9 for the
spike) and converges to the correct asymptotic limit wi
C  1y3p for A * 0.5 and1y2p for A ! 0.

For the case of an initial multimode perturbation
two complementary approaches were introduced [1
Fourier based mode-coupling model [8,12,13], suit
mainly for early nonlinear evolution such as in the e
periment of Ref. [14], and a statistical-mechanics bubb
competition model [2,15], suited mainly for derivation o
scaling laws for the late time front growth. This latte
model, which is an extension of the Sharp-Wheeler mod
[15], describes the behavior of an ensemble of risi
bubbles, with overtake or merger interactions that lead
a continual increase of the dominant bubble size. In t
model the 2D front is treated as an ensemble of bubb
arranged along a line, characterized by their waveleng
li . Each of the bubbles rises with a velocityUislid equal
to the asymptotic velocity of a periodic array of bubble
with wavelengthli. The nonlinear interaction of bubbles
of different wavelengths is described by a bubble-merg
rate [2]. In this model, two adjacent bubbles of size
li and li11 merge at a ratevsli , li11d, forming a new
bubble of sizeli 1 li11. This represents expansion o
the surviving bubble to fill the space vacated by th
bubble swept away from the front. The model was a
plied to derive the scaling laws for multimode class
cal RT and RM cases, resulting in new scaling laws f
the bubble front evolution [2]. From the bubble fron
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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evolution and the single-mode spike-to-bubble asymme
it was possible to infer also the scaling laws for the spi
front. It is therefore essential to provide the model wi
the three basic physical elements: the single-mode bub
evolution, the single-mode spike evolution, and the tw
bubble interaction. These elements were provided
Ref. [2] using forA  1 an incompressible potential flow
model [3] and forA , 1 full numerical simulation to-
gether with simple buoyancy and drag arguments.

The present paper describes the first direct experim
tal test of these elements under a real shock accelera
and with real fluids. We describe shock-tube experime
in which aM . 1.3 shock wave crosses an initially per
turbed interface fromair to SF6. The initial perturba-
tions that are reported include a single-mode perturbati
for studying the single-mode bubble and spike evolutio
and an initial two-bubble shape perturbation, for stud
ing the bubble-competition process. The experimental
sults are compared with full numerical simulations as w
as the simple potential-flow model [3]. Even though
the present experiment these key elements of the bub
merger model are tested for the shock acceleration ca
its success strengthens the applicability of the model in
more general acceleration history such as in the RT ca

The experiments are performed in a 7.5 meter-lo
horizontal double-diaphragm shock tube with an8 cm 3

8 cm cross section. A0.1 mm nitrocelluloid membrane
separates the two gases. To produce the initial pert
bation, we stretch the membrane over thin copper wir
mounted at different positions across the shock tube. T
magnitude of the initial perturbation was large compar
to the thickness of the membrane in order to minimize t
effect of the membrane on the results. Experiments a
simulations show that the exact shape and the impurity
the modes of the initial perturbation, caused by the nu
ber of wires which are used, has only minor influenc
on the late time nonlinear bubble and spike evolutio
During the whole experiment rarefaction waves from th
drive section are far behind the interaction region and t
shock is steady. The evolution of the mixing region in
duced by the shock wave is measured in each experim
by photographing a series of schlieren pictures using
copper-vapor laser pulsed at a rate of about 10 kHz an
shutterless rotating prism camera. The experimental
paratus is described in more detail in Ref. [16].

Single-mode experiments.—Single-mode experiments
were carried out with initial perturbation wavelengths o
80, 40, 26, and 16 mm, corresponding to wave numb
1, 2, 3, and 5, respectively, with amplitude of 2 mm
Figure 1(a) shows a time evolution sequence of thel 
80 mm case. During most of the experiment the pertu
bation amplitude is small enough so it can be expected
stay in the linear regime. However, for thel  26 mm
case, Fig. 1(b), the perturbation has entered deep into
nonlinear stage.

In the first few frames of each case one can see
shock advancing ahead of the perturbed interface. Si
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FIG. 1. Series of schlieren photographs from singleM 
1.3 AirySF6 experiment. Left column:l  80 mm. Right
column: l  26 mm. Numbers indicate time after shock
passage in msec.

we would like to infer the location of the bubble and
spike front relative to the unperturbed interface, one ha
to measure the location of the unperturbed interface. Th
interface velocity is obtained from the measured shoc
velocity using the Rankine-Hugoniot equation. Figure 2
shows the evolution of the bubble and spike tips relativ
to the unperturbed interface. In order to put all the
single-mode experiments on one unified graph, we hav
plotted in Fig. 2 the bubble and spike tip heightshstd in
dimensionless units,fhstd 2 hs0dgk, as a function of the
dimensionless time,U0kt, with U0 the Richtmyer initial
velocity. Also plotted in Fig. 2 are the heights obtained
from the analytical formula of Eq. (1) usingC  1y3p

(solid line) andC  1y2p (dashed line). It can be seen
that theC  1y3p coefficient fits the experimental results
better, as is expected forA  0.67. The agreement is very
good for the bubble front and reasonably good for th
spike front, where the experimental error in determinin
the tip location is larger.

Similar experiments were conducted by other group
[17,18]. Of particular interest is that done by Aleshin
et al. [18] using Xe and Ar as gasessA  0.53d at
1655
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. The
FIG. 2. Single mode bubble and spike evolution. (a) The present results. Heights are in normalized coordinates
experimental error is mainly due to the uncertainty in the unperturbed interface position. (b) The experiment of Aleshinet al. [18]
with M  3.5 and A  0.53. The lines in (a) are based on Eq. (1) withC  1

3 p (solid) and 1
2 p (dashed). The lines in (b) are

based on Eq. (1) with13 p (solid) and the linear growth (dashed).
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a higher Mach number,M  3.5, where compressible
effects are more pronounced. Figure 2(b) compares
results of Aleshinet al. for l  36 mm (Fig. 3 in [18])
with our analytical formula withC  1y3p (solid line).
The data in Aleshin’s experiment are much more scatter
than in our experiment, probably due to the fact that ea
pair of data points (bubble and spike) was recorded in
different experiment and that the interface location w
inferred from a 1D simulation. The fact that the sam
formula, which is based on an incompressible theory, fi
well both the weakly compressible casesM  1.3d and
the moderately compressible casesM  3.5d suggests that
the evolution of the RM instability after passage of th
shock is determined mainly by incompressible effec
Future work will determine whether this also applie
to the highly compressible case, such as theM . 20
experiment of Dimonteet al. [19].

Bubble-competition experiments.—We now turn to the
two-bubble interaction experiments. We chose an arr
of alternating large (25–27 mm) and small (10–17 mm
bubbles for comparison with simulations which wer
done with a two-dimensional compressible ALE cod
with interface tracking [13] and the potential flow mode
of Hecht et al. [3]. The central part of the membrane
always consisted of a small bubble flanked by two larg
bubbles, and the two sides were completed by part
small bubbles. The initial amplitudes of the large an
small bubbles were chosen such that the initial velociti
of both bubbles according to the Richtmyer formul
were similar (i.e.,alyas  llyls, wheres and l are the
small and large bubbles, respectively). Figure 3 sho
the time evolution of the interface in a27 mmy17 mm
experiment. Superimposed on the experimental pictu
is the interface structure from the full simulation result
The agreement between the experimental results and
numerical simulation is very good, including the chang
1656
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in the small bubble location and size relative to the tw
large neighboring bubbles. The bubble-merger proce
can be seen from the shape of the small and large bub
and especially from the orientation of the spikes betwe
the larger and smaller bubbles, which skew toward t
large bubbles as they overtake the small one.

The competition process is better seen by plotti
the bubble tip locations relative to those measured a
calculated for the single-mode case. In Fig. 4(a) w
have plotted the two bubble heights for a25 mmy10 mm
experiment, relative to the unperturbed interface (dash
line). The figure shows the experimental results, the f

FIG. 3. The evolution of the interface forM  1.25, l1 
27 mm, l2  17 mm; simulation results: dashed line.
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FIG. 4. Two-bubble experiment. (a) Bubble height in
25 mmy10 mm experiment; experiment: dots; potential flow
model: light line; full-scale simulation: heavy line; noninter
acting bubble front growth dashed line. (b) Height differenc
between the tips of the two bubbles. (c) The bubble wav
length, defined by the maximum width of the large bubble.

numerical simulation (heavy line), and the potential flow
model (light line). For the model we use theA  1
description but with the initial bubble velocity taken from
the Richtmyer formula, which includes theA dependence,
and is the mainA dependence of the process [2]. Also
plotted are the two individual noninteracting bubbl
evolution lines, derived from Eq. (1), which was show
above to fit the single-mode bubble evolution very we
(Fig. 2). Initially the two bubbles evolve according to
the noninteracting lines, but in the nonlinear stage
strong interaction takes place, the result of which is th
faster growth of the larger bubble and the shrinking o
the smaller bubble downstream. The agreement betwe
the full simulation, the simple potential flow model
and the experimental results is very good. The bubb
competition is even more pronounced when one loo
at the height difference between the tips of the tw
bubbles [Fig. 4(b)]. This provides an accurate exper
mental measurement since it is independent of t
interface location. The rapid increase in the heig
difference compared to that of two noninteracting bubbl
(dashed line) is clearly seen, demonstrating the bubb
merger process. The overtaking process can also be s
by measuring the widths of the two bubbles. Figure 4(
shows the two bubble wavelengths inferred from th
experimental data. The larger bubble clearly increas
in width while the smaller bubble shrinks. It can be
seen from all the measures shown in Figs. 4(a)–4(c) th
the bubble-interaction process starts to be important
t ø 0.3 msec.

In summary, we have performed the first exper
ments that clearly demonstrate the key elements of t
bubble-merger model: the single-mode bubble and spi
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evolution and the two-bubble interaction process. T
experimental results were found to be in very good agre
ment with both the theoretical model and full numerica
simulations, which were used to infer the evolution of
multimode initial perturbation for both the RM and RT
instabilities. Further work will present the dependence
these elements on the fluid density ratio, the effect of
reshock on the perturbed interface, and the evolution
the mixing zone from a random initial perturbation.
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